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We investigate the effect of magneto-mechanical and magnetocrystalline anisotropies in a test application by coupling a multiscale
magneto-mechanical model with a finite element method. This first application is composed of a cylindrical conductor surrounded by
a ring composed of a non-oriented FeSi3% steel sheet which contains 396 representative grain orientations. Such an application can
reveal the anisotropy due to the texture of the material by inducing a rotational flux density within the ring. Moreover, the effect of
the texture and the magneto-mechanical characteristic of the steel sheets is analyzed in an axially laminated synchronous reluctance
machine. The effect of stress strongly emphasizes the anisotropic behavior of NO steel sheets.

Index Terms— Finite element method, magnetic material, magneto-crystalline anisotropy, magnetostriction, multiscale model.

I. INTRODUCTION

NON-ORIENTED steel sheets can enhance the perfor-
mance of electrical applications by amplifying the mag-

netic flux in the active regions. In order to reduce their
anisotropic behavior, these electrical steel sheets are com-
posed of many grains with various orientations [1]. However,
the magnetic anisotropy of non-oriented steel sheets still
persists and the mechanical stress due to shrink-fitting and
centrifugal forces amplifies the anisotropic behavior of the
sheets. Hence, evaluating the performance of an electrical
application requires an accurate magneto-mechanical model
of the steel sheets.

Magneto-mechanical models can be derived from thermo-
dynamic laws whose parameters are determined from the sym-
metry of the material and identified from magneto-mechanical
measurements [2]–[4]. Other approaches rely on the def-
inition of an equivalent isotropic crystal to describe the
magneto-mechanical behavior of steel sheets with a simplified
multiscale model [5]. Although these material models can be
implemented into the finite element method [6], the mag-
netic anisotropy due to the texture is neglected. In [7],
the anisotropic material is represented by an equivalent homo-
geneous anisotropic single crystal. Although such material
representation can be embedded into the finite element method,
the effect of the material texture on the application perfor-
mances cannot be correctly assessed [7]. The discrepancy
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observed by the authors may be due to the omission of some
terms with higher order in the equivalent single-crystal energy
for representing a significant number of grain orientations.
Finally, the multiscale model developed in [1] can account
for the polycrystal texture so that the magneto-mechanical
response is influenced by the magnetic field, the mechanical
stress, and the magneto-crystalline anisotropy. However, such
a model still remains computationally intensive so that it has
not been implemented into the finite element method.

In this article, we propose implementing the
magneto-mechanical multiscale model developed in [1]
without its localization step into a finite element method.
First, the multiscale model and the magneto-mechanical finite
element formulation are developed in order to reduce the
computational effort involved by the material model. Then,
the technique to efficiently incorporate the multiscale model
into the finite element method is described. Furthermore, two
applications are presented: one allows analyzing the texture
anisotropy with a reduced number of elements, and the other
analyzes the effect of anisotropy in an axially laminated
synchronous reluctance machine. Finally, it is shown that the
effect of stress due to shrink fitting and centrifugal forces
strongly emphasizes the anisotropic behavior of NO steel
sheets.

II. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD WITH MULTISCALE MODEL

A. Magneto-Mechanical Multiscale Model

The multiscale model describes the heterogeneity of the
polycrystalline aggregate by introducing a set of grain ori-
entations. A set of grains with the same orientation can be
represented by a single crystal with a specific orientation
and volume fraction. The single crystal energy Wc can be
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decomposed into the magneto-static energy Wh , the magneto-
mechanical energy Wσ , and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy Wan as

Wc = Wh + Wσ + Wan. (1)

The magneto-static energy depends on the magnetic field �h as

Wh = −μ0 Ms �h · �γc (2)

where μ0 is the vacuum permeability, Ms is the saturation
magnetization, and �γc is the domain magnetization direction.

The magneto-mechanical energy is influenced by the applied
stress � as

Wσ = −� : �μ
c (3)

where the magnetostriction tensor �
μ
c depends on the satura-

tion magnetostriction constants λ100 and λ111. It is assumed
isochoric and is expressed, for cubic crystals, by
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μ
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The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy which depends
on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants K1 and K2,
is given, for cubic crystals, by

Wan = K1
�
γc1

2γc2
2 + γc2

2γc3
2 + γc3

2γc1
2	 + K2γc1

2γc2
2γc3

2.

(5)

The directions �γc of the six magnetic domains can be deter-
mined by minimizing the single crystal energy. The volume
fraction fc of each domain can be evaluated by maximizing
the statistical entropy with a Boltzmann distribution such as

fc = exp(−As Wc)
6
d=1 exp(−As Wd )

(6)

where As depends on the initial susceptibility χ0 of the
material As = 3χ0/(μ0 M2

s ).
The magnetization and the magnetostriction in a grain are

determined by

�mg = Ms

6�
c=1

fc �γc, �
μ
g =

6�
c=1

fc�
μ
c . (7)

The magneto-mechanical response of the material at the
macroscopic scale is determined by considering the contri-
bution of every grain with their volume fraction pg such as

�m =
Ng�

g=1

pg �mg, �
μ =

Ng�
g=1

pg�
μ
g . (8)

B. Finite Element Method

The elastic weak formulation is expressed in terms of
displacement. It depends on the compliance tensor �, the body

force �f , the surface stress vector �t , and eventually on the ther-
mal dilatation ��T . The formulation is given by integration
over the volume geometry � by
�

�

1

2
� : (� − �

μ − ��T ) : ��dV =
�

�

�f · �vdV +
�

∂�

�t · �vd A

(9)

where the total strain � is derived from the displacement
vector �u. It is given by

� = 1

2
[∇ �u + (∇�u)T]. (10)

The test function �v for the displacement vector leads to ��.
The non-linear magnetostatic problem is formulated with

the mixed formulation �h − �a [8], [9] in order to avoid the
numerical inversion of the multiscale model. In every element,
the magnetic field �h is supported by Whitney elements [10],
whereas the magnetic vector potential �a, which corresponds
to a Lagrange multiplier for conserving the flux density,
is modeled with Lagrangian elements. This formulation is
given for a Newton–Raphson iterative technique by
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

�
� μ0

�
� + ∂ �m

∂ �h (�hk)
�
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= �
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(11)

where �j is the current density in the conductors and � is the
second-order identity tensor. Both the magnetization �m and
the incremental susceptibility tensor ∂ �m/∂ �h are evaluated with
the multiscale model at the magnetic field �hk computed at
the previous iteration while considering the mechanical stress.
After solving the finite element weak formulation, the updated
field and magnetic vector potential are computed by

�hk+1 = �hk + δ�h, �ak+1 = �ak + δ�a. (12)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, some guidelines are given for implementing the mul-
tiscale model into the finite element method. Then, the method
is applied to two applications for the case of 2-D plane strain
finite element analysis of a test application and an axially
laminated synchronous reluctance machine.

In order to investigate the magnetic anisotropy due to the
texture of NO steel sheets, we consider either an ideal isotropic
texture or a realistic texture. The M400-50A realistic texture
consists of 396 unique grain orientations [Fig. 1(a)] which
are measured from electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
measurements. Their corresponding grain volume fractions are
estimated from the orientation distribution function [Fig. 1(b)],
which are evaluated from X-ray analysis with cobalt anode
on four different pole figures. The ideal texture [Fig. 1(c)]
consists of 546 grain orientations with the same volume
fraction. In both cases, the physical parameters correspond
to the material constants of iron-based alloy doped with 3%
silicon. They are reported in [11].
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Fig. 1. Microstructure properties. Representations of the �110� pole figure of
(a) and (b) NO material and (c) ideal isotropic texture.

A. Implementation Technique

In order to efficiently implement the multiscale model
into the finite element method, the domain orientations are
determined with a Newton method which is initialized at the
easy direction of the single crystal of each grain. For each
new magneto-mechanical loading, the previous minima of the
energy are employed as an initial guess of the Newton method.
The Newton method is implemented by employing the AVX 2
instructions of Intel processors. Hence, this set of assembler
instructions can considerably speed up the determination of
the domain orientations by avoiding unnecessary communi-
cation overload between the RAM memory and the proces-
sor registers. Furthermore, the magneto-mechanical response
of each grain is computed in parallel with the OpenMP
instructions by employing the reduction method for evaluating
the macroscopic quantities (8). Finally, the multiscale model
is embedded in a dynamic link library which is called by
FreeFEM [12] in order to evaluate the constitutive law at each
integration point of every element containing NO steel sheets.

The domain orientations of every grain in each inte-
gration point are kept in memory in order to efficiently
determine the domain orientation matching with another
magneto-mechanical loading. In the applications, 12 steps
are employed to track these minima until the requested
magneto-mechanical loading.

B. Test Application: Cylindrical Conductor With
Magnetic Ring

The test application is composed of a cylindrical conductor
surrounded by a ring composed of the steel sheet. The conduc-
tor carries a current density of 0.3 A/mm2 and the external sur-
face of the steel sheet is under a radial compression of 50 MPa.
The mesh contains 1763 elements and 932 vertices. The
FeSi3% nonoriented steel sheet is modeled with the described
multiscale model which accounts for 396 grain orientations
[Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. This material model is incorporated into
the described finite element method to model a 2-D test
application.

In Fig. 2(a), the stress distribution is presented. In the steel
sheet, it mainly consists of a compressive radial stress σrr and
a compressive circumferential stress σφφ . Such stress distri-
bution is expected since the surface compression, imposed
as a boundary condition, tends to compress both the radial
and the circumferential directions in the cylindrical geometry.
In Fig. 2(b), the bi-compressive stress state tends to decrease
the magnetic flux density and field which become smaller near

Fig. 2. Magneto-mechanical distribution in the test application. (a) Mesh
and stress. (b) Effect of stress.

Fig. 3. Machine model and mesh. The full machine is modeled whereas
only half of the mesh is presented. The lamination coordinate system is given
with RD for RD, TD for TD, and ND for normal direction.

the external surface. Besides, the texture and stress also induce
a magneto-mechanical anisotropy. In our material, the rolling
direction (RD) is more sensitive to the stress than the trans-
verse direction (TD). Once the stress is released, the anisotropy
due to the texture of the sheet can be clearly noticed on the
field distribution where harder directions present higher field
amplitude for the same flux density. Moreover, the field lines
indicate the anisotropic behavior of the field direction due to
the material texture.

C. Axially Laminated Synchronous Reluctance Machine

The axially laminated synchronous reluctance machine,
already described in [13], contains a stator with distributed
winding and a rotor composed of a stack of steel laminations
with interlaminar insulation sheets. The machine model and its
mesh are represented in Fig. 3 with its magneto-mechanical
sources. The rotation of the rotor generates centrifugal body
forces along the radial direction: �f = ρω2r �er where ω is the
rotor speed and ρ is the density. The machine mesh contains
9378 triangular elements with 4 726 nodes. Although some
convergence issue can be observed while accounting for the
magnetic anisotropy of the steel sheets [14], the preservation
of the orthotropic symmetry of the steel sheets by the multi-
scale model did not cause any divergence problem so that it
requires about four iterations maximum to reach a converged
magneto-mechanical solution. Besides, the computational time
amounts to only 276 seconds for the 12 current steps on
a i7-6700HQ processor with 8 GB of RAM.

First, the case without stress is considered. The anisotropic
effect due to the texture is relatively small on the norm of
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Fig. 4. Magnetic field and flux density distribution without considering
mechanical stress. H// and H⊥ are the magnetic field parallel and orthogonal
to the flux density, respectively. The superscripts NO and isotrop refer to the
texture measured in M400-50A and the ideal isotropic texture, respectively.
(a) Flux density. (b) Magnetic field.

Fig. 5. Mechanical stress, magnetic field, and flux density distribution with
the impact of mechanical stress. The orthogonal component of the magnetic
field clearly points the area around the slots where the rotational effect occurs.
(a) Mechanical stress. (b) Flux density. (c) Magnetic field.

the flux density and the magnetic field components [Fig. 4(a)
and (b)] where most of the variations due to the texture are
localized in the teeth and the rotor lamination.

Then, we investigate the effect of mechanical stress on the
anisotropic behavior of NO steel sheets (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5(a),
the stator yoke is under biaxial compression due to the
shrink-fitting from the frame whereas the stator teeth expe-
rience a biaxial state with shear in the teeth corner. The rotor
mainly withstands a radial compressive stress due to the shaft
shrink-fitting. In Fig. 5(b), the effect of stress clearly affects
the amplitude of the flux density. The isotropic assumption
leads to an underestimation and an overestimation of the
flux density amplitude by 15% in the teeth and 20% in the
yoke, respectively. Moreover, the orthogonal component of
the field clearly depicts the area around the slots where the
rotational effect occurs [Fig. 5(c)]. Although such an effect
was not revealed in the case without stress, it is emphasized
by the biaxial compressive stress which tends to increase the
amplitude of the magnetic field. The orthogonal component of
the field can reach one-third of the parallel component which

indicates a strong anisotropic behavior. Finally, the isotropic
texture tends to underestimate the parallel component of the
field by about 30% in the stator yoke.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed an efficient method to incor-
porate the multiscale magneto-mechanical model into the
finite element method. The computational burden due to the
determination of the magneto-mechanical properties of each
grain at every integration point was significantly reduced by
employing the AVX 2 instructions and the parallelization of
the calculation with one core per grain. The first application,
which consists of a cylindrical conductor surrounded by a
ring of NO steel sheets, can reveal the anisotropy due to
the texture. Furthermore, the effect of texture anisotropy is
demonstrated for an axially laminated synchronous reluctance
machine. In this case, the mechanical stress tends to emphasize
the difference in the magnetic quantities due to the material
texture. Moreover, the isotropic texture can lead to underesti-
mate the flux density in the stator teeth. In the future, the effect
of the texture will be investigated in terms of losses, torque
ripple, and flux linkage.
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